Do You Have a Nexplanon® or Implanon® Implant?

Volunteers Wanted for Continuation Group!

A research study is being conducted by Dr. Angela Chen and Dr. Radhika Rible from the UCLA Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology to study in-office ultrasound localization of a birth control implant in the arm.

If you qualify for the study you will:
- Have ultrasound images taken of the birth control implant in your arm

You may qualify for the study if:
- You are female, 18 - 50 years old
- You are English or Spanish speaking
- You have a birth control implant in your arm and desire continuation of the method (not removal)

You will be compensated $100 for your time.

If you are interested, please contact the Study Coordinator at (310) 206-6049 or email UCLAOBGYNResearch@mednet.ucla.edu

Because the confidentiality of emails cannot be guaranteed, please do not include any sensitive information in your email if you choose to respond by that method.